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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CLARION CHAMBER WELCOMES THREE NEW MEMBERS
The Clarion Area Chamber of Business & Industry welcomed three new members this month:
Fox’s Pizza Den
Fox’s Pizza Den recently opened a new franchise in Clarion, which is owned and operated by
Robin Forsythe and her son, Spencer Forsythe.
Fox's Pizza Clarion is just right to pick up after Tuesday-night soccer practice, on the weekends,
or during the big game. If you're feeding a crowd with big appetites, then you'll want to get the
Big Daddy. They have gourmet pizza choices if you crave a little bacon or BBQ chicken on your
pie. If you're more of a sandwich person, then the Wedgie sandwiches are sure to satisfy. And
don't forget to fill your plate with their selection of sides!
Fox’s Pizza Den is family owned, and will treat their customers in Clarion like family, too. The
original Fox's Pizza Den opened in 1971 in Pitcairn, PA by pizza-man extraordinaire Jim Fox.
His focus on fresh ingredients and his penchant for treating his customers like family soon made
this first Fox's Pizza Den so well known that he opened two more Pizza Dens in just a few
years. Now, 40 years later, they’re still serving authentic, hand-tossed Italian pizza. Now, Fox's
Pizza Den has more than 300 franchised stores in more than 30 states across the country.
Party time, dinner time, family time-any time is a great time for Fox's Pizza Clarion, PA . They
serve you the perfect pizza, "From Our Den To Yours." Call now at 814-226-7777 to order your
perfect pizza today!
Fox's Pizza Clarion, PA
511 Main St
Clarion, PA 16214
Etch N Time
Etch N Time Custom Laser Engraving, located on Miola Road in Clarion, offers custom laser
engraving services on many types of material such as wood, glass, stainless steel, granite,
marble, and more. The owner, Kris Shultz, can create one-of-a-kind gifts and keepsakes with
your own designs, logos and photos which make great anniversary, wedding, office, holiday,
birthday and “oh why not” gifts. They make these gifts through laser engraving and laser cutting.
Laser engraving/etching uses a specialized laser to vaporize a small layer of surface material.
They can engrave wood, granite, marble, glass, metal, mirrors and more. Their CO2 laser by
itself will not mark bare metal without the use of a product called Cermark which then thermally

fuses into the metal to create the permanent marking. Anodized and painted metals can be
marked by the removing the coating, revealing the bare metal below. They’ve done everything
from engraving Christmas ornaments to creating custom one-of-a-kind items!
Laser cutting uses a laser to slice completely through materials. This technique is often used
for creating detailed & complex items such as wine boxes and ornaments. With their laser they
can cut up to ¼” of material (most commonly wood). Their CO2 laser cannot cut metal.
Visit www.etchintime.com or call 814-226-4361 for more information.

Starfire Corporation
Vincent Terrizer, Jr. of Fireworks by Starfire provides you with a turn key approach from start to
finish. From the smallest displays to the largest Computer Choreographed Pyromusicals, they
treat all of their clients like family. Starfire provides you with the pinnacle of professionalism for
all your pyrotechnic needs! Starfire Corporation is based out of Carrolltown, PA but is able to
provide fireworks locally. Let them entertain you and blow you away...
Options include:
- Traditional Displays
- Custom designed Pyromusicals choreographed to customized Musical Soundtracks
- Products Manufactured by Starfire for Wholesale Purchase
- Special Effects including Flame Effects and Cryo
- Close Proximity Pyro
Visit www.starfirecorporation.com or call 814-344-9200 for more information.
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